
Exercise 1  

Picture 1 – court 

2 – course 

3 – pitch 

4 -  ground 

5 – ring  

6 - rink 

 

ответ 

Exercise 2 

Match which of the sports are these people probably talking about?  

1) 'It is incredibly noisy, fast and dangerous, but it's really exciting to 

watch.' 

2) 'It's all a matter of balance really.' 

3) 'You need a good eye and a lot of concentration.' 

4) ‘It looks very dreadful if you are afraid of heights.’ 

 

a) motor racing  

b) figure skating 

c) archery 

d) hang-gliding 

 

Ответ 

       Exercise 3 

Choose the correct word 

 

1) Sue came first in the 5000 meter ______ .  a) competition  b) game   c) race  

2) Jack and Eddie arranged to meet outside the football ________. a) ground  

b) field c) pitch 

3) Brenda goes jogging every morning to keep ______.  a) exercised   b) fit   c) 

trained 

4) Our team defeated the match by two goals to  _______ .a) nil   b) zero   

5) The local stadium isn't large enough for so many _________. a) audience   

b) viewers   c) spectators 

6) I'm afraid I don't find basketball very ______ .  a) interested   b) interesting  



7) The final result was a/an _________ .  a) draw  b) equal 

8) Norman won first _______ in the cookery competition.  a) medal  b) prize   

c) reward  

9) All _________ tor the race should make their way to the track.  a) 

competitors    b) supporters 

10) Collecting matchboxes is Rebecca's favorite ________. a) occupation  

b)pastime 

 

 

 

Ответ 

Exercise 4 

Choose True or False 

1) A rod is necessary equipment for fishing.     True      False 

2) Competitors support the players at the stadium.    True      False 

3) Ice hockey is played with a stick.   True      False 

4) You need a puck to play ice hockey. True      False 

5) Golf is played on the ground.     True      False 

 

ответ  

Exercise 5 

Choose the correct answer 

 

1) David was trying to _______ another cyclist when he crashed.  

A) pass    B)  overtake       C) cross 

2) You have to ______  the person with the ball until you catch them.  

A) chase    B) throw     C) jump 

3)   The _____ climbed over the fence at the stadium to avoid  paying.  

A) supporters     B) referee     C) judges 

4) Our team _______ the opponent with the score 3:1. 

A) won    B) beat   C) took part 

5)  The referee finally ______ giving the signal that the game was over. 

A) snored    B) whistled    C) sneezed 

 


